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On the complexity of free word orders
Jérôme Kirman and Sylvain Salvati
LaBRI, CNRS/Université Bordeaux, INRIA, France

Abstract. We propose some extensions of mildly context-sensitive formalisms whose aim is to model free word orders in natural languages. We
give a detailed analysis of the complexity of the formalisms we propose.

1

Introduction

Many natural languages present some free word order phenomena. In some sentences, certain words or phrases can be exchanged freely without changing their
meanings in an essential way. It is rather usual to model free word order phenomena by means of dependency grammars [6,14]. We here take another approach
that is pertaining to the tradition of generative grammars. We try to see how to
enrich formalisms that are considered to be mildly context sensitive [8] so as to
enable them to model free word order phenomena. Even though the capabilities
of mildly context sensitive formalisms to model free word orders remains largely
unknown [20,12], some evidence based on syntactic structures indicate that they
are not well-suited for modeling free word orders in natural languages [2]. Our
motivations are thus twofold: first we wish to close the gap between the dependency approaches and the generative approaches to natural language, following
a research direction proposed by Kuhlmann [13]; second we wish to see how to
increase the expressiveness of well-known mildly context sensitive formalisms so
that they can model free word orders. A question related to the second motivation consists in understanding how robust mild context sensitivity is with respect
to such extensions. In this paper, we focus on the computational difficulty of the
extensions we propose and show that for certain of them the membership problem remains polynomial.
As is well-known and emphasized by formalisms like Abstract Categorial
Grammars (ACGs) [5], mildly context sensitive formalisms have a natural counterpart in terms of tree languages, such as regular tree languages, non-duplicating
context free tree languages, multiple regular tree languages, tree languages generated by hyperedge replacement grammars. . . Our approach consists in defining
an algebra with letters as basic nullary operators and with two binary operators:
(i) an associative and commutative operator that models the possibility of displacing phrases, (ii) an associative operator that models the usual concatenation.
Then we use the tree counterpart of mildly context sensitive formalisms so as to
generate terms over that algebra. Each of these terms, modulo the equational
theory of the algebra denotes a finite set of strings. Then the tree languages
we construct denote string languages that are the union of the finite languages

denoted by the terms the grammar generates. This amounts to representing certain sentences up to the ordering of certain of their elements while the possible
orderings still have the same syntactic tree; this models the fact that the semantics is preserved and is, in our opinion, crucial in modeling free word order
phenomena. A side effect, is that the formalisms we define are naturally more
expressive than their “string” counterparts.
The idea is rather similar to the one proposed by Muskens [15]; we nevertheless try to be more conservative with respect to formal language theory. In particular, we try to stay as close as possible to mildly context-sensitive formalisms.
It is also related to the notion of ID/LP grammar [22], but the grammatical
formalisms we propose are more expressive than context-free grammars.
The paper thus defines some extensions of well-known mildly context-sensitive
formalisms using the techniques that are related to ACGs. We nevertheless adopt
a presentation that is close to that of Multiple Context-Free Grammars (MCFG)
so as to emphasize the relation with mildly context-sensitive formalisms. We
then give an analysis of the complexity of the formalisms we obtain. Most of
them have an NP-complete membership problem, but we manage to define two
tractable subclasses, one being in Nlogspace and being an extension of regular
languages, the other being Logcfl-complete and being an extension of contextfree languages. Concerning the universal membership problem, the complexity
ranges from NP-hardness up to Exptime-completeness for the formalisms we
consider.

2
2.1

Words modulo commutation
An algebra for representing words modulo commutation

We write [n] for the set {1, . . . , n} and given a finite set Σ, we write Σ ∗ for the
set of strings over Σ, ε denoting the empty string.
The set of types type is the smallest set containing 0 and so that when α
and β are in type, (α → β) is also in type. As it is usual we consider that the
operator → associates to the right and that α1 → · · · → αn → 0 denotes the
type (α1 → (· · · → (αn → 0) . . . )). The order order(α) of a type α is defined by
order(0) = 1, order(β → γ) = max{order(β) + 1, order(γ)}. The types that have
order 2, or second order types, are all of the form 0 → · · · → 0 → 0. In general, we
shall write 0k → 0 for the type defined as 00 → 0 = 0, 0k+1 → 0 = 0 → (0k → 0).
Notice that when k > 0, 0k → 0 denotes a second order type.
A signature Σ is a finite set of typed constants. These constants cα come with
their types written as superscripts. The order of a signature Σ is order(Σ) =
max{order(α) | cα ∈ Σ}. In this paper we are going to work only with second
order signatures. We assume that for each type α, we have an infinite countable
set of λ-variables xα , y α , z α , . . . On a signature Σ, we can construct typed λterms, (Λα (Σ))α∈type as the smallest sets such that if cα is in Σ, cα is in Λα (Σ),
if xα is a variable of type α, xα is in Λα (Σ), if M is in Λβ→α (Σ) and N is in
Λβ (Σ), (M N ) is in Λα (Σ), and if M is in Λα (Σ), λxβ .M is in Λβ→α (Σ). We

let the order of a term be the order of its type and we are going to work mostly
with terms of order at most 2. Notice that variables and constants come with
their types, nevertheless, we shall often omit type annotations; we shall also drop
parenthesis following the usual conventions of λ-calculus. We write F V (M ) for
the set of free variables of M . Given a term M , we write |M | for the size of M
defined as: |c| = |x| = 1, |M N | = |M | + |N |, |λx.M | = |M |. For a constant a,
we write |M |a for the number of
Poccurrences of the constant a in M ; for a set of
constants C, we write |M |C = a∈C |M |a . A term is linear when for each of its
subterms, if it is of the form M N , then F V (M ) ∩ F V (N ) = ∅ and if it is of the
form λx.M then x ∈ F V (M ). Notice that in a linear terms each variable has at
most one free occurrence.
We assume the usual notion of λ-calculus (β, η or βη-contraction/reduction/conversion, β-normal form. . . ) and work up to α-conversion. The simultaneous capture avoiding substitution of M1 , . . . , Mn respectively for x1 , . . . , xn in M is
written M [M1 /x1 , . . . , Mn /xn ]. Given a function σ that maps variables to terms,
we write M.σ for M [σ(x1 )/x1 , . . . , σ(xn )/xn ] when F V (M ) = {x1 , . . . , xn } in
M.
Given a first order signature (all constants in Σ have type 0) Σ, we define
2
2
com(Σ) to be the signature Σ ∪ {ε0 , •0 →0 , ⊗0 →0 } where ε0 is a constant that
is not in Σ. Given a closed term M in β-normal form and of type 0 built on
com(Σ), we can map it to a string of Σ ∗ by simply taking the yield of M as
follows:
1. yield(a) = a,
2. yield(ε) = ε,
3. yield(•M1 M2 ) = yield(⊗M1 M2 ) = yield(M1 )yield(M2 ).
We write Σ for Σ ∪ {ε0 }. In particular, for a term M , |M |Σ denotes the number
of occurrences of the elements of Σ ∪ {ε} that occur in M .
Moreover, we define the least congruence over λ-terms built on com(Σ),
written ≡c , that includes βη-conversion and so that:
•(•M1 M2 ) M3 ≡c •M1 (•M2 M3 ) (Assoc. •)
⊗(⊗M1 M2 ) M3 ≡c ⊗M1 (⊗M2 M3 ) (Assoc. ⊗)
⊗M1 M2 ≡c ⊗M2 M1
(Com. ⊗)
In a nutshell • is associative while ⊗ is associative and commutative. We
shall take a flatten notation for terms in β-normal form of type 0 whose free
variables also have type 0. Given a linear λ-term M in normal form and of
type 0 built only with ⊗ (resp. •) and the free variables of type 0 x1 , . . . , xn
appearing in that order from left to right we write {N1 , . . . , Nn } (resp. N1 . . . Nn )
for M [N1 /x1 , . . . , Nn /xn ]. We shall also, given a term N , write N k to denote
N
. . N}.
| .{z
k times

Now given a closed term M of type 0, it denotes a finite language L(M ) =
{yield(N ) | M ≡c N }.
There are other algebras that can be considered so as to represent finite
sets of strings. In particular, a rather natural choice consists in using partial

orders generated by series/parallel operations. This amounts to taking • and k
as binary operators to represent the sets. Closed terms of type 0 in normal form
are interpreted as languages using a homomorphism as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

[[a]] = {a},
[[ε]] = {ε},
[[•M1 M2 ]] = {tu | t ∈ [[M1 ]] ∧ u ∈ [[M2 ]]},
[[kM1 M2 ]] = {t1 u1 . . . tn un | t1 . . . tn ∈ [[M1 ]] ∧ u1 . . . un ∈ [[M2 ]]}.

Such a choice gives some rather different notion of free word order languages:
Lemma 1. The class of finite languages that can be described with • and ⊗ is
incomparable with the one that can be described with • and k.
Proof. The language L(⊗(•ε (⊗a b)) c) = {abc, bac, cab, cba} cannot be described
with • and k.
The language [[k(•a b) c]] = {cab, acb, abc} cannot be described with • and ⊗.
⊔
⊓
We will explain later on the reason why we prefer to take • and ⊗ instead
of • and k. For the moment we show that the problem of checking whether a
word belongs to the finite language described by a term built on • and ⊗ is
NP-complete.
Lemma 2. Given a closed term M of type 0 in β-normal form and a word w,
deciding whether w is in L(M ) is NP-complete.
Proof. We here only prove the NP-hardness; the proof that the problem is in
NP relies on the fact that proving that two closed terms of type 0 in β-normal
form are equivalent modulo ≡c can be done in Ptime.
We are now going to see that the problem is NP-hard using a reduction of the
3-PART problem. An instance P of the 3-PART problem is given by a sequence
S = s1 , . . . , s3m of natural numbers and a number k so that for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3m,
k
k
when there is a partition S1 , . . . ,
4 < si < 2 . Such an instance has a solution
P
Sm of S so that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m, s∈Si s = k.
So given P an instance of the 3-PART problem, we construct M and w so
that w ∈ L(M ) iff P has a solution. The term M is constructed on com({a, #}).
To define M we need first to inductively define on k the terms Ak and Hk by:
A0 = H0 = ε, Ak+1 = •a Ak and Hk+1 = ⊗# Hk . We then let M and w be
defined by (using the flatten notation):
M = {As1 , . . . , As3m , Hm }
w = (ak #)m .
It is rather obvious that w is in L(M ) iff there is M ′ such that M ′ ≡c M , M ′ is
of the form:
{Asσ(1) , Asσ(2) , Asσ(3) , #, . . . , Asσ(3m) #, ε}
and w = yield(M ′ ) = ak0 # . . . akm−1 # where ki = k = sσ(3i+1) +sσ(3i+2) +sσ(4i)
(notice that the fact that M ′ ≡c M implies that σ is a permutation of [1, 3m]).
From this it easily follows that w is in L(M ) iff P has a solution.
⊔
⊓

2.2

Semilinearity

Given a finite set Σ, the set of vectors of dimension Σ is NΣ . Given v in NΣ ,
and a in Σ, we write v.a for the value that v associates to a; we write v1 + v2
for the sum of two vectors; for a in Σ, we also denote 1a the vector so that for
b in Σ, 1a .b = 1 when b = a and 1a .b = 0 otherwise. We also write kvk for
max{v.a | a ∈ Σ}. We now introduce the notion of linear and semilinear sets.
Definition 1. Given a finite set Σ, and v0 , v1 ,. . . , vn in NΣ , lin(v0 , . . . , vn )
denotes the set:
n
X
lin(v0 , . . . , vn ) = {v0 +
ki vi | k1 , . . . , kn ∈ N}
k=1

A subset V of NΣ is said linear over Σ either when it is empty or when there
exists v0 , v1 ,. . . , vn in NΣ so that V = lin(v0 , . . . , vn ).
A subset V of NΣ is said semilinear over Σ when it is a finite union of linear
sets over Σ.
We are now going to see that for a fixed linear set V = lin(v0 , . . . , vn ), given k
in N we can compute in nspace(log(kvk)) whether a vector v is in V .
Lemma 3. Given a finite set Σ, we fix a linear set V = lin(v0 , . . . , vn ), the
problem:
input v in NΣ
output yes when v is in V and no when v is not in V
can be solved in nspace(log(kvk)).
Proof. When a number p is smaller than kvk, it can be represented in space
log(kvk). Thus a vector v ′ in NΣ so that kv ′ k ≤ kvk can be represented in space
|Σ| log(kvk). Now v is in V iff v = v0 or there is i in [1, n] so that v − vi is
in V . When kv ′ k ≤ kvk, we also have kv ′ − vi k ≤ kvk so that the new vector
can also be represented in space |Σ| log(kvk). This characterization thus yields
a non-deterministic algorithm that executes in space O(log(kvk)).
⊔
⊓
Corollary 1. Given a finite set Σ, we fix a semilinear set V , the problem:
input v in NΣ
output yes when v is in V and no when v is not in V
can be solved in nspace(log(kvk)).
Proof. Since V is semilinear, it is a finite union of linear sets. The algorithm
consists in choosing non-deterministically one of the linear sets composing V
and then check whether v is in this linear set. From lemma 3 this can be done
in nspace(log(kvk)).
⊔
⊓
Definition 2. Given a word w in Σ ∗ , we write ψ(w) for the Parikh image of
w, i.e. the vector v of NΣ such that v.a is the number of a occurring in w.
Given a language L included in Σ ∗ , we say that L is semilinear when the set
ψ(L) = {ψ(w) | w ∈ L} is semilinear.

3

Commutative λ-grammars

We are now going to work with the usual mildly context sensitive grammatical
formalisms as term generating devices that will produce sets of closed terms of
type 0 over the signature com(Σ). Thus a grammar G is goingSto have a term
language T (G) and a string language L(G) so that L(G) = t∈T (G) L(t). In
the next sections, we are going to study the computational complexity of the
universal membership and the membership problems for those grammars.
The presentation we are going to give of a grammar is going to be rather general and in line with the usual definition of MCFGs. We thus define the grammars
as bottom-up generative devices. We will use some typed predicates A, B, C,
. . . as non-terminals. We shall write their types as a list of types [α1 , . . . , αn ].
Given a first order signature Σ, we are going to build derivations by means of
Σ-inference rules of the form:
A(M1 , . . . , Mn ) ← B1 (x1,1 , . . . , x1,n1 ), . . . , Bp (xp,1 , . . . , xp,np )
where:
1. the xi,j are pairwise distinct λ-variables so that if Bi has type [βi,1 , . . . , βi,ni ],
then xi,j has type βi,j ,
2. if A has type [α1 , . . . , αn ] then M1 , . . . , Mn are linear λ-terms in normal
form built on com(Σ) and respectively of type α1 , . . . , αn
3. the variables xi,j have at most one occurrence in the Mk ’s (the rule is nondeleting when each variable has exactly one occurrences in the Mk ’s),
4. the free variables of the Mk ’s are the variables xi,j .
Definition 3. A commutative λ-grammar G is a tuple (N , Σ, R, S) so that:
1.
2.
3.
4.

N is a finite set of type non-terminals,
Σ is a first order signature of terminals,
R is a finite set of Σ-inference rules,
S is a non-terminal of N with type [0].

A grammar is non-erasing when the rules in R are all non-erasing.
A derivation judgment is of the form Γ ⊢G A(M1 , . . . , Mn ) where
Γ = B1 (x1,1 , . . . , x1,n1 ), . . . , Bp (xp,1 , . . . , xp,np )
where the xi,j are pairwise distinct variables whose types are determined by the
Bi . The derivation judgments are derived as follows; given a rule of R:
A(M1 , . . . , Mn ) ← B1 (x1,1 , . . . , x1,n1 ), . . . , Bp (xp,1 , . . . , xp,np )
if for every 1 ≤ i ≤ p, Γi ⊢G Bi (Pi,1 , . . . , Pi,ni ) is derivable1 , then Γ1 , . . . , Γp ⊢G
A(N1 , . . . , Nn ) is derivable where Nk is obtained by substituting Pi,j for xi,j in
Mk and then normalizing the obtained term. The grammar G defines
a term lanS
guage T (G) = {M |⊢G S(M )} and a string language L(G) = M ∈T (G) L(M ).
1

We assume that the variables in the Γi are pairwise distinct. If they were not, a
renaming would resolve the problem.

We are not going to study all possible commutative λ-grammars that definition 3 allows to define. We are going to use restrictions on the possible types that
non-terminals may have and also on the shapes the rules may have. Nevertheless, those restrictions are harmless in terms of expressive power. Due to results
in [11], for every term language T so that there is a λ-grammar G for which
T (G) = T , there will be a λ-grammar G′ satisfying the weakest restriction that
we will consider and so that T (G′ ) is also equal to T . The reason why we take
those restrictions into account is to make a precise study of the complexities
of the membership and the universal membership problems for the grammars
satisfying those restrictions. Moreover those restrictions shall allow us to make
the connection with various classes of grammars that are used to capture mildly
context sensitive languages.
The restrictions are as follows:
CREG every non-terminal has type [0] and the rules are of the form A[op a x] ← B[x]
for op ∈ {•, ⊗},
CCFG every non-terminal has type [0],
CMG every non-terminal has type [0k → 0] for some k,
CMREG every non-terminal has type [0, . . . , 0],
CMCFG every non-terminal has type [0k1 → 0, . . . , 0kp → 0], for some k1 ,. . . , kp .
When we forbid the use of ⊗ for these restrictions we obtain as string
languages for CREG exactly the class of regular languages, for CCFG, the
class of context free languages, for CMG, the class of languages definable with
non-duplicating macro grammars, for CMREG and CMCFG we obtain languages definable by multiple context-free grammars. If we are concerned with the
term languages these classes of grammars define, we obtain for CREG, rightbranching regular tree languages, for CCFG, regular tree languages, for CMG,
non-duplicating context free tree languages, for CMREG, multiple regular tree
languages, and for CMCFG, tree languages that are definable by hyperedge
replacement grammars.
The reason why we do prefer to use the operators • and ⊗ rather than the
pair • and k is that the class corresponding to CREG we would obtain in that
context would coincide with the class of shuffle languages [21]. A problem is
that the class obtained by intersecting shuffle languages with regular languages
contains languages which are not semilinear [7]. More importantly the rational cone generated by shuffle languages (i.e. the class of languages obtained by
rational transduction of shuffle languages) is the set of recursively enumerable
languages [1]. These results seem to indicate that the class of languages based
on the operator k are not suitable for modeling natural languages. We claim
here that on the contrary the rational transductions of languages that are definable by commutative λ-grammars are not only recursive languages, and are
also semilinear. We leave the proof of this claim for some future publication. We
can nevertheless notice that the languages that those formalisms define are all
semilinear.
Theorem 1. For every commutative λ-grammar G, the language L(G) is semilinear.

In the following sections we are going to be interested in two different problems related to the classes of grammars we have just defined.
Definition 4. The membership problem is as follows; we fix a grammar G:
input a word w,
output yes when w is in L(G) and no otherwise.
The universal membership problem is as follows:
input a word w, and a grammar G,
output yes when w is in L(G) and no otherwise.
The main difference between the membership and the universal membership
problems is that the grammar G is part of the input of the latter while it is
not for the former. Thus, constants coming from the grammar are considered as
mere constants in the complexity of the membership problem while they are not
in the universal membership problem. For instance, the membership problem for
the languages defined by a formula of Monadic Second Order Logic is that of
the recognition of a finite state machine and is in Logspace while the universal
membership is Pspace-complete.

4
4.1

Universal membership
Universal membership complexity of CMG CMREG CMCFG

We here give an algorithm that solves the recognition problem for CMCFG
and as CMCFG subsume all the classes of grammars we are interested in, we
obtain a recognition algorithm for all of them. This algorithm is going to work in
Exptime in general and is closely related to the one presented in [9] for MCFGs.
The idea behind the algorithm consists mainly in trying to find a derivation using
directly the rules of the grammar. So given a grammar G = (N , Σ, R, S), and
w ∈ Σ ∗ , the algorithm consists in guessing a term M so that w = yield(M ) and
M is in T (G). One of the difficulties is that, due to the possibility of using ε, M
may be of arbitrary size. In order to tackle this difficulty we introduce a simple
rewrite system over terms built on com(Σ). This rewrite system is based on the
two rules
•ε ε →ε ε ⊗ ε ε →ε ε
This rewriting system is obviously terminating and confluent, moreover its union
with β-contraction also yields a terminating and confluent relation. We may
associate to a λ-term M a unique ε-normal form and a unique βε-normal form.
It is also easy to see that the following Lemma holds:
Lemma 4. Given a closed term M of type 0 built on com(Σ), we have:
∗

1. if M →ε N then L(M ) = L(N ),
2. if w = yield(M ) and M is in βε-normal form then |M |ε ≤ |w| and |M | ≤
4|w| − 1.

Proof. The first item of the Lemma is obvious, for the second statement, in case
w = yield(M ) and M is in βε-normal form , it can easily be established by
induction on M that |M |ε ≤ |w|, then as M can be seen as a binary tree with
at most 2|w| leaves, it follows that it contains at most 4|w| − 1 nodes which
establishes the second identity.
⊔
⊓
k

Lemma 5. Given a linear λ-term, if M →ε N , then |M | = |N | + 2k.
Proof. It suffices to remark that when M →ε N then |M | = |N | + 2 and iterate
this identity.
⊔
⊓
Lemma 6. Given two second order linear terms M and N in βε-normal form,
if all the variables in F V (M ) are second order and σ is a substitution so that
for every x, σ(x) is linear and M.σ =βε N , then:
P
1. |M |Σ + x∈F V (M ) |σ(x)|Σ = |N |Σ
2. for every x, |σ(x)|ε ≤ |N |ε .
Proof. The first item of the Lemma is a simple consequence of the linearity of
the terms. The second comes from the fact that when contracting a β-redex
one may create at most one ε-redex, then analyzing reductions of second order
redices we obtain the inequalities.
⊔
⊓
Lemma 7. Given N a term in βε-normal form of type 0k → 0, if |N |Σ = l
then |N | = 2(k + l) − 1.
Proof. Here, N = λx1 . . . xk .P and P can be seen as a binary tree with k + l
leaves; k of its leaves being the variables x1 ,. . . , xk and l other leaves coming
⊔
⊓
from Σ.
Given a commutative λ-grammar G = (N , Σ, R, S), and a word w, the algorithm consists in:
1. guessing a term M in βε-normal form so that w = yield(M ),
∗
2. check whether there is N in T (G) so that N →ε M .
Using Lemma 4, it is easy to see that the first step can be achieved in NP.
For describing how the algorithm solves the second step we introduce fresh
typed constants ⊥α , and items of the form hA, P1 , . . . , Pn i where A is a nonterminal of N of type [α1 , . . . , αn ] and for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, either Pi is a linear
λ-term in βε-normal form of type αi or Pi = ⊥αi . An item hA, P1 , . . . , Pn i is
G-valid iff there is a tuple of terms N1 , . . . , Nn so that ⊢G A(N1 , . . . , Nn ) is
derivable, and for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, if Pi 6= ⊥αi , then Pi is the ε-normal form of Ni .
The algorithm relies on a procedure that decides whether an item is G-valid; it
calls it to check whether hS, M i is G-valid. Notice that there is M in βε-normal
so that w = yield(M ) and hS, M i is G-valid iff w is in L(G).
We are going to present the procedure that establishes whether an item
hA, P1 , . . . , Pn i is G-valid by means of an alternating Turing machine that works

in Pspace. This means that this algorithm can be implemented using a Turing
machine that computes in Exptime [3]. The machine stores on its working tape
the item hA, P1 , . . . , Pn i it is trying to prove G-valid, then it chooses a rule in R:
A(M1 . . . Mn ) ← B1 (x1,1 . . . x1,n1 ) . . . Bp (xp,1 . . . xp,np )
Let, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, Xk = {xi,j | 1 ≤ j ≤ ni ∧ xi,j ∈ F V (Mk )}, X =
S
k∈[n]∧Pk 6=⊥ Xk and let Y = {xi,j | 1 ≤ i ≤ p ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ ni } − X. The algorithm guesses a substitution σ such that:
∗

1. for k in [n], if Pk 6= ⊥, Mi .σ →βε Pi ,
2. σ(xi,j ) is in βε-normal form when xi,j is in X,
3. σ(xi,j ) = ⊥ when xi,j is in Y .
From Lemmas 6 and 7, for every xi,j of type 0ki,j → 0, |σ(xi,j )| ≤ 2(ki,j +
|Pi |Σ ) − 1 from which we can conclude that when the algorithm tries to check
whether hS, M i is G-valid, thePitem it stores on itsPworking tape is always
Pn of
n
n
the form hA, P1 , . . . , Pn i with i=1 |Pi | ≤ n|M | + i=1 ki ≤ 4n|w| + i=1 ki .
This implies that the item can be stored in Pspace and that moreover, the
substitution σ can be found in Pspace; the algorithm thus makes each transition in Pspace. Obviously the algorithm is correct and complete, and therefore
the membership problem can be solved in Exptime [3]. As MCFGs are as special kind of CMCFG, and as the universal membership problem for MCFGs is
Exptime-hard [9], we obtain that the universal membership problem for CMCFG is Exptime-complete.
Theorem 2. The universal membership problem for CMCFG Exptime-complete.
It we restrict our attention to non-deleting CMREG we can show that this
algorithm runs in alternating Ptime in a similar way as the case of LCFRSs
is treated in in [9]. As non-deleting CMREG subsume non-deleting LCFRSs
whose universal membership is Pspace-complete, we obtain that:
Theorem 3. The universal membership problem for non-deleting CMREG Pspacecomplete.
For grammars in CMG we know from [9] that the universal membership
problem is Pspace-hard, but we do not know whether it is Pspace-complete or
Exptime-complete even for the non-deleting case.
4.2

Universal memberhip complexity for CREG and CCFG

We prove here that the universal membership problems for CREG and CCFG
are NP-complete.
Lemma 8. The universal membership problem for CREG is NP-hard.

Proof. We use a reduction of the NP-complete Exact 3-cover problem, or X3C.
An instance P of the X3C problem is a finite set M = {a1 , . . . , a3m } and a set
F = {S1 , . . . , Sn } so that for every i in [1, n], Si ⊆ M and Si = {ai,1 , ai,2 , ai,3 }.
The problem P has a solution iff there is a subset F ′ of disjoint elements of F
so that their union is M. Given an instance of X3C such as P, we let GP =
({S}, M, R, S) be the CREG grammar so that the rules of R are precisely
the rules of the form S(⊗ai,1 (⊗ai,2 (⊗ai,3 x))) ← S(x) for i in [1, n] or the rule
S(ε) ←. Now it is easy to see that a1 . . . a3m is in L(G) iff P has a solution. ⊔
⊓
As an immediate corollary we obtain:
Corollary 2. The universal membership problem for CCFG is NP-hard.
Theorem 4. The universal membership problem for CREG and CCFG is
NP-complete.
Proof. To prove this we only need to find an algorithm in NP that solves this
problem. Let us suppose that we are given a CCFG G = (N , Σ, R, S), and a
word w. Then given a word w, we guess a term M in βε-normal form so that
∗
yield(M ) = w and there is M ′ in T (G) so that M ′ →ε M . Lemma 4 shows that
|M | ≤ 4|w| − 1, thus checking that yield(M ) = w can be done in polynomial
time. It thus remains to prove that checking the existence of M ′ in T (G) so that
∗
M ′ →ε M can also be done in polynomial time. For this, we remark that, for
∗
A in N , deciding whether there is a term P so that P →ε ε, and ⊢G A(P ) is
derivable can be decided in polynomial time. For each A in N for which there is
∗
P so that P →ε ε and ⊢G A(P ) we add a rule A(ε) ← to R. The new grammar
∗
G′ = (N , Σ, R′ , S) recognizes M iff there is M ′ in T (G) so that M ′ →ε M .
′
Then checking whether M is in T (G ) can obviously be done in polynomial time
showing that the universal membership problem for CCFG is in NP.
⊔
⊓

5

Membership problem: the polynomial cases

Before we turn to proving that the membership problems for the grammars
CREG and CCFG are tractable, we first introduce some technical notions
that will be useful in both cases.
First of all we assume that the rules of the CCFG’s over the set of terminals
Σ we consider are of one of the forms:
A(op x y) ← B(x), C(y)
A(op x a) ← B(x)
A(a) ←

where op ∈ {•, ⊗}
where op ∈ {•, ⊗}

(1)
(2)

where a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}

(3)

Usual constructs allow to transform any CCFG G into a CCFG G′ respecting
this restriction and so that T (G) = T (G′ ) (and thus L(G) = L(G′ )). We can also
make similar transformations that allow us to work without loss of generalization
with CCFG whose rules are only of the forms (1) and (3).

Definition 5. Given a CCFG G = (N , Σ, R, S), we define c(G) = (N , Σ, R′ , S)
so that R′ is the set of rules of R that are like the rules (1) or (2) with op = ⊗.
We then define the language ψ(G, A) to be the subset of NN ∪Σ so that
{ψ(yield(M.σ)) | B1 (x1 ), . . . , Bn (xn ) ⊢G′ A(M ) ∧ σ(xi ) = Bi }
The set of vectors in ψ(G, A) represent the commutative strings over (N ∪ Σ)∗
that can be constructed with G from the non-terminal A. It can intuitively be
understood as the set of commutative sentential forms that are derivable from A.
A simple consequence of Theorem 1 is that the sets ψ(G, A) are semilinear.
Moreover, it is easy to get an actual representation those sets using Parikh’s
construction [16].
Lemma 9. Given a CCFG G = (N , Σ, R, S), the sets ψ(G, A) are semilinear.
5.1

Membership problem for CREG

In this section, we are going to see that the membership problem for CREG is
in Nlogspace.

init

hA, 0, A, ii

hA, v, B, ii

A(• ai+1 B) ∈ R
scan

hS, 0, S, 0i

hB, 0, B, i + 1i

v + 1B ∈ ψ(G, A)

v = ψ(w, i, j)
commutative scan

hB, 0, B, ji
hA, v, B, ii

B(⊗ a x) ← C(x) ∈ R

kv + 1a k ≤ n
commutative guess

hA, v + 1a , C, ii
hA, v, B, ji

B(a) ← ∈ R

v + 1a = ψ(w, j, n)
success

⊤

Fig. 1. The Nlogspace recognition algorithm for CREG

Theorem 5. The membership problem for CREG is in Nlogspace.
Proof. Let us fix a CREG grammar G = (N , Σ, R, S), given a word w =
a1 . . . an we solve the problem whether w ∈ L(G) by using items either of the
form ⊤, to denote that w has been recognized, or of the form hA, v, B, ii where
A, B are in N , v is in NΣ and kvk ≤ |w|, and 0 ≤ i ≤ |w|. For describing
the rules of the algorithm we are going to use the notation with ψ(w, i, j) to
denote the Parikh image of the string ai+1 . . . aj when i < j and the vector 0
otherwise. The algorithm is described by the inference rules of Figure 1. In the
rule commutative scan we implicitly assume that in the sum v + 1B the vector
v is injected in NΣ∪N by giving it value 0 on the coordinates in N and 1B is in
NΣ∪N .

We are first going to see that deciding whether an item is derivable can
be done in nspace(log(|w|)). First of all we know the items can all be represented in space O((|Σ| + 1) log(|w|)); thus, to prove that the algorithm can
be run in nspace(log(|w|)), it suffices that each rule can be executed within
nspace(log(|w|)). The rules init and scan pose no problem. The rules commutative guess and success require checking whether a certain vector has a
norm smaller than |w| which can be easily done in nspace(log(|w|)). Finally the
rule commutative scan requires to checking the equality of two vectors whose
norm is smaller than |w|, which can be done in nspace(log(|w|)), and also that
one of those vectors is in the semilinear set ψ(G, A) which according to corollary 1 can be done in nspace(log(|w|)). This finally shows that the algorithm
described by the inference rules of figure 1 can be executed in Nlogspace.
It is then easy to see that hA, v, B, ii is derivable iff A(x) ⊢G S(M ) so that
a1 . . . ai x is in L(M ), and B(x) ⊢G A(N ) so that N = ⊗b1 (· · · (⊗br x) · · · ) with
b1 , . . . , br in Σ ∪ {ε} and ψ(yield(N )) = v. From this it easily follows that ⊤ is
derivable iff w is in L(G).
⊔
⊓
5.2

Membership problem for CCFG

In this section we are going to see that the membership problem for CCFG
is Logcfl-complete. As every language definable by a context-free grammar
can be seen as a CCFG we know that the membership problem for CCFG is
Logcfl-hard. We are thus going to see that this problem is actually in Logcfl.
Theorem 6. The membership problem for CCFG is Logcfl-complete.
Proof. We consider a CCFG G = (N , Σ, R, S) whose rules are of the forms (1)
and (3). We are going to show that there is an alternating Turing machine
(ATMs) that recognizes the word w in L(G) in a space O(log(|w|)) whose accepting computation trees have size O(|w||N |+1 ) (the size of a computation tree
is the number of nodes that are visited by the machine together with all the
possible successors of existential nodes). The results of Ruzzo [18], imply then
that the problem is in Logcfl. Before we describe the algorithm for a given
word w = a1 . . . an , for 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n we write w[i, j] for ai+1 . . . aj when i < j
and ε when i = j. We describe the machine by means of the inference system
of figure 2 that works with items of the form hv, i, ji where v is in NN so that
kvk ≤ |w| and 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ |w|. The machine accepts a word w = a1 . . . an if it
can derive the item h1S , 0, ni. The working tape of the machine contains the item
that is the current goal of the inference system. The choice of a rule is made by
an existential choice, and when a rule is chosen, all the premises are needed to be
proven using alternation. For a given item we need to give an upper bound on the
number of instances of the rules that can be applied to pursue the derivation that
is polynomial in |w|. The key observation to prove this consists in noticing that
there are O(log(|w|)|N |+2 ) possible items so that each rule may have only have
polynomially many instances while the machine is trying to recognize w. Moreover each item can be represented in space O((|N | + 2) log(|w|)) = O(log(|w|)).

Finally it is easy to see that a tree that derives an item hv, i, ji with the inference
system of figure 2 contains exactly 2(j − i − 1) − 1 nodes, which implies that the
accepting derivations of hS, 0, ni have size 2|w| − 1. An accepting computation
tree of the machine is thus made of a derivation tree of hS, 0, ni together with
all the possible rules that can be applied at a given node of that tree; therefore
such a tree has size O(log(|w|)|N |+2 |w|). This finally shows that the machine is
implementing a Logcfl algorithm. It is rather straightforward to prove that
hv1 , i, ji

hv2 , j, ki

0 < v1

0 < v2

kv1 + v2 k ≤ |w|
commutative combine

hv1 + v2 , i, ki
hv, i, ji

v ∈ ψ(G, A)
commutative reduction

h1A , i, ji
h1B , i, ji

h1C , j, ki

A(•x y) ← B(x), C(y)
combine

h1A , i, ki
A(a)

a = w[i, j]
constant

h1A , i − 1, ii

Fig. 2. The Logcfl recognition algorithm for CCFG
w is in L(G) iff hS, 0, ni is derivable with the inference system of figure 2. For
this it suffices to remark that hv, i, ji iff there is u = A1 . . . Ak in N ∗ so that
ψ(u) = v, and w[i, j] = u1 . . . uk with, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ⊢G Ai (ui ). This finally
shows that the membership problem is in Logcfl.
⊔
⊓

6

Membership problem: the intractable cases

In this section we are going to see that the membership problems for CMG,
CMREG, CMCFG are NP-hard. As every commutative λ-grammar that is
a CMG or a CMREG is also a CMCFG, we only need to prove that the
membership problems for CMG and CMREG are NP-hard.
For this we shall use reductions from the 3-PART problem that we have
already used to prove Lemma 2.
Lemma 10. The membership problem for CMREG is NP-hard.
Proof. We are going to construct a grammar CMREG G = (N , Σ, R, S) so that
for every instance P of 3-PART there is a word wP of size linear within the size
of P so that wP is in L(G) iff P has a solution. We construct G as follows: N =
{A, S} with A of type [0, 0, 0, 0] and S of type [0]; Σ = {a, b, #}; then the rules in
R (using the flatten notation) are: S({x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , y}) ← A(x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) S(y),
S(ε) ←, A(a x1 , x2 , x3 , b x4 ) ← A(x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ), A(x1 , a x2 , x3 , b x4 ) ← A(x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ),
A(x1 , x2 , a x3 , b x4 ) ← A(x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ), and A(#, #, #, #) ←. It is easy to see

that A(M1 , M2 , M3 , N ) is derivable iff M1 = ak1 #, M2 = ak2 #, M3 = ak3 # and
N = bk # with k = k1 + k2 + k3 . Then it follows that, ⊢G S(M ) is derivable iff
M = {ak1,1 #, ak1,2 #, ak1,3 #, bk1 #, . . . , akn,1 #, akn,2 #, akn,3 #, bkn #, ε} for some
n and for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ki = ki,1 + ki,2 + ki,3 . Now, given an instance P
of 3-PART that consists in the sequence S = s1 , . . . , s3m of natural numbers,
and a number k so that for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3m, k4 < si < k2 , it is easy to see that
wP = as1 # . . . as3m #(bk #)m is in L(G) iff P has a solution.
⊔
⊓
Lemma 11. The membership problem for CMG is NP-hard.
Proof. The proof is based on the definition of the same language as in the proof
of Lemma 10.
⊔
⊓
Lemma 12. The membership problem for CMCFG is in NP.
Proof. Let us consider a grammar G = (N , Σ, R, S) and a word w on Σ ∗ . Using
the results of [10] we know that there is a grammar G′ that recognizes precisely
∗
the set {M | M in βε-normal form and ∃N ∈ T (G).N →ε M }. Notice that
L(G′ ) = L(G). We construct an algorithm in NP that checks whether w is in
L(G′ ). It guesses a term M in βε-normal form so that yield(M ) = w and M is
in T (G). Checking that M is in T (G) can be done in Ptime according to [19].
This completes the proof.
⊔
⊓
Theorem 7. The membership problems for CMG, CMREG and CMCFG
are NP-complete.

7

Conclusion

The classes of grammars we propose in the paper are quite close to the classes
of grammars that are mildly context sensitive and should thus offer the same
kind of ease in modeling natural languages. Moreover, if we put aside the informal condition limited cross-serial dependencies, the languages defined by CCFG
satisfy the definition of mildly context sensitive languages. The uniform presentation that we have given to our formalisms together with their closeness to
usual mildly context sensitive formalisms should allow the definition of some
extensions of CCFG that are still mildly context sensitive.
Besides closing the picture concerning the universal memberhip problems
for commutative λ-grammars, there are other research directions that we shall
follow. A first one is to give the characterizations of certain natural families
of languages that are generated by the families of languages that are definable
with the grammars we proposed, such as the rational cones or the abstract
families of languages they generate. A second one is to give a comparison of their
expressive power with some known formalisms that share the same properties
such as Unordered Vector Grammars [4], or Multiset-Valued LIG [17].
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